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CEÀPTER I
THE INTRODUCTION, PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
The school of Veblen Independent School District
is located in Veblen, South Dakota, a town with a popula
tion of I4.36 as of the 1950 census.

The school district is

four miles square with the city of Veblen located in the
center of the District.
are:

The nearest towns with high schools

Lidgerwood, North Dakota at a distance of 23 miles;

Sisseton, South Dakota, 2? miles; and Britton, South DWkota,
26 miles,

Britton is the county seat of Marshall County,

the county in which Veblen is located.
Veblen was named after John Edward Veblen^, who
homesteaded a quarter section of land one mile east of
Veblen, in the year of 1Ô92.

Veblen is part of the Sisseton-

Vahpeton Indian Reservation that was opened for settlement
to the whites in 1Ô92.

To this day I6OO acres of Indian

land in the Veblen Independent School District are non-tax
able.

The district receives from the State Department of

Public Instruction, Indian Division, 90 cents a day for days
attended by Indian students.

For the school year of 1952-

1953 this amounted to $1 ,01 5 .2 0 .^

^ Dedication in The Veblen Advance. (City Weekly)
June 1, 1950.
2
Records of Treasurer, Mrs. E. Quammen, Veblen
Independent School District^

—2—
Veblen and the suiwnndlng comaunity is an agricul
tural area.

Most of the population are farmers or depend

on farmers for their livelihood.

Veblen Independent School

District is located in the center of Veblen township which
is in the northeast c o m e r of Marshall County.

The city of

Veblen is five miles south of the North Dakota state line
and forty miles west of the Minnesota state line.

There

are no state or federal highways running through Veblen.
Veblen is connected to the state and federal highways by
county gravel roads.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul and Saulte

St. Marie Railroad company has a branch line through Veblen
with a combination freight and passenger train once a day,
except Sunday.
At the present time the County Highway Department
is in the process of regrading and graveling a road through
Veblen to State highway Number 10.

The County gravel roads

in the vicinity of Veblen should be sufficient for bus routes
needed in the four townships considered in this paper, as
shown in Figure 2.
Laws have been passed by the Legislature of South
Dakota making possible the combining or the reorganization
of districts to better fit the needs of the County and local
districts.

Special committees should be appointed to study

the plan of reorganization for the County.

Marshall County

has not made any effort to appoint these committees.

In

order to get organization started in the County it will be
necessary to hold a convention of all school board members

-3of the County initiated by the filing with the County
Auditor of a petition signed by 10 percent of the school
board members of the County.
To date no such convention has been held, and accord
ing to the County Superintendent there seems to be very
little interest among different boards for reorganization.

I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem and sources of data.

The

purpose of this professional p#per was to investigate the
financial advisability of consolidating the Veblen Independ
ent School District.

It will bring out some of the unfavor

able conditions that now exist in the district and the
educational opportunities that could result from reorganiza
tion.

The study will furnish information wanted by the

local Board of Education.
Information for this paper was obtained from the
following sources:
1.

Records of the Marshall County Superintendent

of Schools, County Auditor and Treasurer.
2.

Personal visitations with County Commissioner

from Veblen.
3.

Visits with County Superintendent and teachers

of common school districts.
I4..

Books, periodicals and pamphlets treating the

subject of consolidation.

-k-

5.

Records of Clerk, Treasurer and Superintendent

of Veblen Independent School District.
The delimitation of the field of study. The study
was restricted to school districts concerned in this pro
posed reorganization plan and consideration of the finan
cial advisability of consolidating the Independent School
District, Veblen, South Dakota with neighboring school
districts.

These neighboring school districts are in the

following townships:
Kinley.

Veblen, La Belle, Dumarce and Me

These townships were the only ones to be considered

in the consolidation program as requested by the Board of
Education of the Veblen Independent School District*

The

four townships make up the area from which Veblen Independent
School receive a majority of the high school students
enrolled during the year of 1952-1953.
Definitions of terms used.

The following terns will

be used frequently throughout this paper;

definitions of

terns are presented as they are defined in School Laws of
the State of South Dakota:
1,

"Board of Education" means the local board of

education of Veblen Independent School District.
2,

"School" means a single unit where the instruction

of pupils takes place.
3,

"State Department" refers to the State Department

of Public Instruction at Pierre, South Dakota.

1^.

"State Superintendent" refers to the State

Superintendent of Public Instruction who is Harold S,
Freeman,
5,

"County Superintendent" refers to the County

Superintendent of schools, who is Celina Gronseth,
6,

"Independent School District" shall mean any

territory, having within its boundaries any city or incor
porated town, organized for school purposes, the boundaries
of which may or may not coincide with the boundaries of the
city or town therein,
7,

"Common School District" means any territory

organized for school purposes not included in any independ
ent district or independent consolidated school district,
8,

An "Independent Consolidated School District"

is formed when two or more school districts of any kind
consolidate, either by the formation of a new district or
by annexation of one or more districts to an existing
district in which is maintained a graded school or high
school authorized by law.
9,

"Assessed valuation" means the value set on

property and real estate by the assessor as approved by the
board of equalization.
10,

"Cost-per-pupil" or "Per-pupil cost" is the

amount spent annually for each pupil enrolled.

This is

an average found by dividing the current expenditures by
the total enrollment, excluding capital outlay and debt

—6—
service.

11.

"Average" is the mean.

It is the sum of the

items divided by their number.

12.

"Mill levy for School Purposes".

The amount

of taxes to be paid on the valuation of property which is
used to finance the running of a school.

One mill has

the value of one-tenth of a cent, paid on each dollar of
valuation.

13.

"Superintendent of Schools" means the local

superintendent of the Veblen Independent School District.^
Importance of the study.

The Board of Education in

Veblen Independent District has been inquiring concerning
the financial advantages of reorganizing the District.

This

interest by the Board of Education has come about due to
the School District Reorganization Act of 1951*

The aehools

considered in this paper are all one-room graded schools
with one teacher except for the Veblen Independent School
District which has both a graded school and a high school.
The Veblen Independent School District furnishes a high
school for all students who wish to attend from the surround
ing community.

Eighty-four percent of the tuition students

come from the four townships considered in this paper.
The burden of this school is not shared equally by all
who receive its services.

^
Dakota.

N.£. Steele, editor. The School Laws of South
(Sioux Falls : Midwest-Ëëacb dompany, 193&T#

-7Thls study will furnish information for:
1.

Superintendent of schools.

2.

Board of Education of Veblen Independent School

District and of the common school districts in the township
of La Belle, Veblen, Dumarce and Kc Kinley.
3.

The public, in case of an election.

The information in this study will be important to
the Superintendent of schools, as it will give him infor
mation requested by the local Board of Education.

If the

four townships under study were consolidated these districts
joining Veblen Independent School District would share in
the planning of the program and curriculum in their young
sters school.

This plus a few other reasons as brought out

by Harold Freeman, Superintendent of Public Instruction,
should be enough to get the public to work for reorganization.
He states that reorganization will:
1. Give a tax base large enough to support our
schools.
2. Give assurance that the money we spend will
secure a full measure of educational benefit.
3. Equalize the costs of education by permitting
all to share in the operating costs and the building
costs of our public schools.
i^. Guarantee the kind of education that will assist
them to find happiness, friendship and prosperity in
our great, free society.4

^ Harold S. Freeman, Meet Your School District
(Reorganization Bulletin lOq, Pierre: tepartmenF ot
Public Instruction, 1952), p.ll.

-8The school administrator Is often questioned by
the public In a small community for information concern
ing the school and Its financial problems.
help to clarify some of these problems.

This will

CHAPTER II
RSVIEitf OP RELATED LITERATURE
An attempt will be made in this chapter to present
information on reorganization in general.

It will also

discuss how district reorganization concerns the teacher*
administrator and the public*

Literature on school district

reorganisation in South Dakota will be presented along
with national trends in reorganization* the effect on
school finance* and the danger points in district reorgan
ization.
Literature on reorganization in general.

According

to Me Intyre^ reorganization of school districts involves
refoxms which can liberate people from the kind of schools
that now exist in many states.

He also claims* "The people

will support good education* to the extent that they are
financially able to support it* to the extent that they
appreciate its v a l u e s . From this it seems that the
educators job is to help them understand it* but first
teachers and administrators must understand it.

An insurance

salesman who did not understand and believe in insurance
would not sell enough for a livelihood*

^
Need"*

2

Teachers and admin-

Kenneth S* Kc Intyre * "The Kind of Schools We
The Phi Delta Kappan. 15:299, March* 1951 •
Ibid.. p. 5.
-9-
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is trators must understand and study reorganization to
help sell the program.

Many teachers feel that reorgani

zation Is none of their concern.
Reorganization of the school district can usually
provide larger attendance units with fewer grades per
teacher.

In a larger high school a teacher will have to

teach only one or two subjects with fewer lesson prépara*
tlons as compared to four or five subjects in smaller high
schools.

In general, larger schools provide better labor

atories, better library facilities, more supplies, and a
broader curriculum.

Butterworth says,

teacher's pay envelope too.

"It matters In the

The stronger school districts

such as those provided by reorganization pay teachers
better."^

With the possibility of teachers receiving

better pay, they can afford to Invest In better training.
As will be shown later, better qualified teachers are
needed In the four townships under study In this paper.
According to Moehlman, social change has brought
about a need for district reorganization:
The process of social change underlines the vast
difference between the meager and limited 3 R's, oneteacher, one-room education and the functional and
enriched many-teacher, laboratory, library, broadexperienced curriculum type of education. The district
school was suited to a frontier type of rural life
with two to four people per square mile. A one-room
school now does not provide the education needed for
m o d e m living where people move around and must be
competent for life on our own vast continent and

^ Julian £. Butterworth, "District Organization
Matters To You", The Phi Delta Kappan. 1$:297, March, 1951#

-11around the world.
Trends of school district organization in the United
States,

The consolidation of schools and of school districts

has a long history.

As early as 1Ô37 Horace Mann was advo

cating the reestablishment of the school districts in Mass
achusetts, saying that the establishment of common school
districts was the greatest calamity to the public school.
Fifty years passed before town districts were reestablished.
But no such movements took place in other states until the
second decade of the 20th «fntury.

This was in the state of

Indiana.^
During the first forty years of the twentieth century
in most of the states consolidation was to town, township or
county units of school administration.

In other states it

took place through the closing of schools and the transfer
of pupils to the schools of other districts.

When this took

place in most cases the school districts remained intact.
In some states such as California, Illinois, Kansas, and
Wisconsin separate high school districts were organized
without reorganization of existing common school districts
for elementary p u r poses.&

,

k- Arthur Henry Moehlman, **Social Change and District
Reorganization", The Phi Delta Kappan. 15:301, March, 1951.

^ Howard A. Dawson, "Trends in School District
Reorganization", The Phi Delta Kappan. 15:302, March, 1951.
^

Ibid.. p. 303.

.

-12In the early 1%.0* a the state of Washington followed
to a considerable degree the pattern as set earlier by
New York and Arkansas.

A state commission on school district

reorganization with comittees in each county were establish
ed to work under the state commission on reorganization cf
school districts.

The law required that the plan developed

had to be submitted to a vote of the people, affected by
the proposal.

As a result the number of school districts

was reduced from 1389 in 1938, to

in 19ll8.

During the latter half of the 19l4.0*s other states
following the pattern adopted by Washington were, California,
Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Missouri, Minnesota, North Dakota,
Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan and South Carolina.

Other

states that have made some progress in the reduction of the
number of school districts without the benefit of countywide or state plan, are Arizona, Mississippi, Montana,
Oklahoma, Oregon and Texas.
Dawson lists the following as some of the most
important facts regarding the number and trends in the
number of school districts:
In 1932 there were 127,529 school districts in the
continental United States; 119#1|10 In. 1938; 110,270
in 1944; 10 4 ,0 74 in 1947; 98,312 in 1948; and 8 4 ,4 6 8
in 1950. Thus between 1932 and 1950, the number of
school districts was reduced by 43,061, or 33*8 per
cent. The rate of reduction has been increasing through
out the last 18 years. During the six-year period of
1932 to 1938 the number of districts decreased by 6.4
percent; during the next six years the decrease was 7.8
percent; and during the third six years, 1944 to 1950,
the decrease was 23.3 percent. During the two years

-131 % 8 to 1950 the decrease vas

percent.

An interesting aspect of school district reorgan
ization is what has been happening to one-teacher
schools. Slightly less than one-half of them were
abolished between 1930 and 194^, the number dropping
from li|.8,77l in 1930 to 7^,29k In 1 % 8 (...). They
have disappeared rapidly in all states, but most rapid
ly in the least rural states and in the states that
have school districts of the larger types.7
Reorganization for more efficient schools.

According

to Me Lure, the per capita cost of education is directly
related to the size of the school.

When schools are compared

as to programs offerred, the smaller school will have a
higher per capita cost.

Elementary school costs per pupil

decrease rapidly up to an enrollment of around 100 pupils
and continues to decrease at slower rate to nearly 300
pupils.

The cost remains fairly stable from 300 to 1000

0
pupils.
The per capita cost in a school is not only related
to the size of enrollment but also to the quality of program
that can be offered.

To be an efficient school, a maxi

mum of educational service should be provided at the minimum
cost per pupil possible.
Danger points in district reorganization.

School

boards, administrators and all those interested in reorgani-

7 Ibid.. p. 312.
® William P. Mo Lure, "School Finance In District
Reorganization", The Phi Delta Kappan. 15:321, March, 1951.

zation should know about these.
more dangerous points in school

Lindstrom'^ says one of the
reorganization is to set

up an administrative unit without regard for the natural
neighborhood.

The natural neighborhood is usually referred

to as the trade area.
Transportation itself presents a danger.

A recent

study by Little and Tate shows that several significant
differences were found between the commuting and the n o n 
commuting students.
(1).
Students who did not commute made better
grades then commuting students of similar mental capacity.
(2).
The fai'ther the students were from the school
and the m ore time they spent in transit, the lower
were their grades relative to their ability.
(3).
The farther the child commuted and the longer
time he spent in transit the less well adjusted he was
in school according to the t e a c h e r ’s records.
(1|.) . The non commuting students were selected more
frequently by their classmates f or social contacts
than the commuting group.
(5).
The students who commuted had poorer attend
ance records than did those who lived nearby.
W h e n evaluating the above findings limiting factors
must be kept in line.
x'rom one community,

The suojects of this research wex-e

and the conditions in this school may

not be similar to those in other areas.

^ David E. Lindstiom,
"Danger Points in District
Reorganization",
The phi Delta K a p p a n . 15:329, March, 1951.
Ruth Chanbers Little and Mildred Thurow Tate,
"Some pffec s on the Adjustment of Elementary Students",
Rural S o c i o l o g y . 15:327, December, 1950.

-15The danger of placing emphasis upon property and
not children should be realized according to Lindstrom:
School "leaders" who go out of their way in draw
ing proposed school district boundaries to include
high valuation property and low child population areas
strike at the very heart of the principle of equality,
of opportunity and support of education. This practice
may take the simple form of including farmland in a
reorganized district on which there are no residence
simply to get the "valuation". Or it may involve
gerrymandering in relation to public utilities where
millions of dollars in valuation of property are in
volved (...). Where state laws permit such inequali
ties they need to be changed to overcome them.^i
Reorganization forced by a majority vote of a
particular group, forcing a minority to accept, can be
called a danger point if it leaves a feeling of conflict
in the community.

Danger points in school district reorgan

ization, if recognized in time, can help guide citizens'
committees, school board members, administrators and others
to build effective community schools.
Another factor that we must contend with, is the
opinions and voices of the public that will be heard when
discussing school district reorganization.

Below is a summa

ry of arguments;
"We've got our board now. Why should we have a
city board to tell us what to do, and what teachers
we have to hire?"
"We have a lot of money saved in our treasury.
We have saved and saved. These other districts haven't
a thing. Why should we turn over our money to them?"

Lindstrom, op. cit.. p. 330.

-1 6 -

"Vhy should we vote for reorganization when we can
send our children to another district?”
”I don't want xay kids traveling on a bus In all
kinds of weather for two hours a cay or more, when we
have a good school right close to home* besides that
transportation Is expensive stuff.”
”Vhy should I vote for reorganization, my boy will
be through school In fiuaother two years?”
”Think of all the terrible things that can happen
In a bus?”
”Vhat are we going to use for meetings when they
do away with our school house? The city board of
education won't let us use the city school.”
"Our roads are terrible. The buses will never get
through In the winter and spring time.”
”lf the spring Is used to make up days lest In
winter we'll never have Johnny home to help with the
spring work.”
"They will make a racket out of that bus business.”
”Ve will be lost in a new school with a lot of
strangers. Our neighborhood will disappear.”
”I don't want to send my kids to town, that's a
bad place for kids. I'll never be able to keep them
home.”
"It's hard enough to keip the kies on the farm
as it is.”
"Cur kids don't need all of this stuff that they
say reorganization brings. I never had It and I am
doing all right. ¥e can do a better job in the three
R's at home. The classes will be too big. The kids
won't get the individual attention they need. It will
be like a big machine. Besides I hate to see my little
kids in such a big s c h o o l . ”12
These and many other statements will be heard which
reveal many of the factors that will slow down reorganization.

12
ization",

Irving P. Pearson, "Factors Opposing Reorgan
The Phi Delta Kappan. lp:33l, March, 1951 •

-17Thore are the interests of those who f e a r taxes m a y be
increased.

Some think they will lose their high social

standing in the shuffle.

There are those who for a long

period of time have "run t h i n g s ” in their local district,
and fear that reorganization wil l take this authority
away from them.
In the following paragraph an attempt will be made
to answer some of the opinions that m a n y citizens have
concerning reorganization as voiced in the above paragraphs
as they affect them in South Dakota,
The patrons who fear they will lose control in the
education of their children need not worry because the
South Dakota School District Reorganization Act^^ of

1951 reads that the majority of the five members of the
board of education shall be residents of the rural area, or
the incorporated area, whichever has the larger popu l a t i o n
based u pon the last federal census.

Provided however,

that

the mi n o r i t y members of said b o ard shall be a number not
less than two.

The rural area m a y not have a majority of

control but they will be guaranteed at least two members
on the board of education.
The common school districts w h i c h express this fear
of not h a ving anything to say about their children's education

13

Harold S, Freeman, South D a k o t a School District
Reorganization Act of 19^1,
(Reorganization Bulletin N u m b e r
101, Pierre: Department of Public Instruction, July, 1951),
p, 6,

,1 r\.

have not really given the m a t t e r too m u c h thought.

Because

under the present set up they have no control whatever
over the education of their h i g h school children.
The districts that have the fear of being forced
to pay the debts of other districts,
the act.

The Act

do not understand

states that if there should be any

pre-existing bonded indebtedness outstanding against the
joining district,

the County Commissioners shall levy a

tax annually on the real property that was formerly in the
Joining district

sufficient

to pay the interest and principal

on the indebtedness
The people who are afraid of higher taxes,

and feel

it is not their duty to help educate y o uth w h e n they do
not have children,

do not appreciate the democratic f o m

of government and have only an unenlightened selfish Interest,
Districts w h i c h close their schools and send their children
to another school are really getting a free ride.
not understand the idea of fai r play,

T h e y do

if they refuse to pay

their share for education b y voting for reorganization.
M a n y who fear bus transportation as unsafe should
study the facts of bus transportation from past records,
V i r ginia had llj.0,000,000 miles of school bus transportation
without a fatal a c c i d e n t , O s b o r n e

Ik

and Carroll further

Ibid, , p, II4.,

R.D. Nininger, "1^0,000,000 Miles of School Bus
T r a n s portation Without A Fatal Accident",
School M a n a g e m e n t ,

19:4-5, May, 1950.

“19—
varify the safety of bus transportation.
Records indicate that transportation has been
comfortable, convenient, safe, and economical (,,,),
Five million children are transported to and from
school each day in 97,500 vehicles at an annual cost
of approximately $177,500,000.^°
Eighteen hundred school citizens are transported
to and from Putman City Schools daily.
This job
requires thirteen buses, which have 33 routes covering
a 35 square mile area.
The fact that Putman City's buses have had only
three m i n o r accidents within the last five years
probably would not seem so important to a rural school,
but when the transportation system operates on the
outskirts of a city of over 250,000 (Oklahoma City),
it is something short of astonishing, '
Parents who feel their children do not need a
broader education because they did not have sin education
and are doing O.K. have an unenlightened selfish attitude
and do not realize the problems

that will confront pupils

in the complicated world they live in.

Literature on reorganization in South D a k o t a .

The

educational system in South Dakota has developed because of
necessity and without proper planning.

It is probably

natural that the pioneer brought w i t h h im the familiar
institution of his former home.

This eastern system of

school districts has not fulfilled the needs in South
Dakota,

Neighborhoods here are larger;

families are

Maurice G. Osborne,
"Five Million A D a y " ,
Safety E d u c a t i o n , 27:12, December, 1950.

17

Bonnie L. Carroll,
"School Transportation l3
Big Business",
The School Executive, 70:56, December,
1950.
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scattered over vast areas;

and expenses are far too great

as brought out in a bulletin from the State Department.
A multitude of our rural districts are feeling the
pressure of faulty organization and are rapidly
closing their schools.
Many feel helpless as they
attempt to operate a school under hopeless and impos
sible conditions.
Since 1933, a steady procession of
schools have closed, and as others fail to measure
up to present standards, they too will turn the key
in the door and seek elsewhere for a solution to their
perplexing educational problems.
In 1951, l,kj6 of our rural schools, or 32 percent
of them were idle.
Most of these Institutions did not
discontinue their efforts voluntarily, but rather
were forced into submission.
In 19lp5, 112 schools
closed, but only two of this number adopted voluntary
c onsol i d a t i o n s , Districts have found it is cheaper
to send •t'heir pupils to another district on a tuition
basis than to attempt to operate on a marginal, and
oftentimes a substandard basis.
Ninety-eight percent
of our common schools are one room size, wit h 253
training less than five students each.
It can easily
be predicted tha% many more schools will join the
closing parade.lo
To make things worse, families became smaller as
the years went by,

and soon, n ew cars b e g a n to crash through

and demolish the old neighborhood boundaries.
N ow m a n y people are becoming aware that the schools
in many places are struggling for existence.
absence of a plan;

Because of the

they do not serve enough people,

many of the districts

and

just do not have enough m o ney to

make ends meet.
Many districts,

unable to support their own schools,

have sent their youngsters into other districts.

That is

Harold S. Freeman,
Facts About Schools and
School District Reorganization In South Dakota,
Theorganization Bulletin 102 a, Pierre: Department of Public Instruction,
1952), p. 6.

-21fine for the taxpayer in the districts where the youngster
lives, but only adds to the burden of the districts that
receive them.

As a result,

some districts are contributing

little or nothing to education.

Others are going into

debt in an effort to support inadequate facilities.
It was this situation,

that was presented to the

lawmakers of South Dakota to gain the passage of the School
District Reorganization Act of 19^1.

School district

reorganization in South Dakota has bee n making very little
progress,

but recently the interest has been increasing.

Sixteen counties have decided that reorganization ma y be
the answer to t h eir prc-blems.
Brown,

Butte, Custer,

Day,

The list includes Beadle,

Fall River, Hamlin,

Jones, Lawrence, Mellette, Minnehaha, Moody,

Jackson,

Pennington,

Perkins and Ziebach.
Brown, Butte,

Fall River,

and Hamlin are ready w i t h

tentative plans for reorganization which must be submitted
to the State Superintendent Harold S. Freeman,
Eugene Walliser^^,

indicates there are encouraging

signs that more counties are ready to consider giving their
districts a complete overhaul.
The following is a summary of the South Dakota School
District Reorganization L aw as based on a reorganization
bulletin from the State Department of Public Instruction:

Editorial
June 11, 1953.

in The Daily Republic

(South Dakota),
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Reorganization is initiated by school board
members.
If 10 per cent of the school board members
in a county sign a p e t ition a county convention must
be called,
2.
The convention names a seven-member reorgani
zation committee w h i c h has the job of f o m u l a t i n g
a plan for revamping district boundaries.
3*
Acting with the committee are the county super
intendent, state's attorney, auditor, and treasurer
who serve as ex-officio members without vote.
Ip, Committee members hold office until the r e o r g a n 
ization program is completed, but not m o r e than five
years.
After five years a new committee must be formed
in the same m a n n e r as the original group.
5*
Once the committee comes up wit h a plan for
reorganization it must submit ita recommendations to
the state superintendent.
He is required to schedule
public hearings at which residents can voice their
views on the plan,
6.
If the proposal is not satisfactory, in the
opinion of the state s u p e r intendent, he can w ork w i t h
the county committee to iron out differences.
7.
% e n a plan is ready for final approval, it is
submitted to the electors in the proposed districts
at a special election called by the county superintend
ent.
8.
If a maj o r i t y of the voters approve the plan,
new school districts are organized effective at the
beginning of the next fiscal year.
If the electors turn down the reorganization plan,
the committee can direct the county superintendent to re
submit the same plan to a vote after a year has passed.
However,

they cannot put the same plan to a vote more

than twice without permission from the state su p e r i n t e n d e n t ,
There is another avenue open to the committee.
can change its original plan to make it more

It

acceptable.

-23get it approved by the state superintendent,
another special election w i t h i n

30 days.

the n ew district goes into business

and call

I f it is approved

at the start of the

next fiscal year.
Who pays for the reorganization study?
provides that county commissioners,

The l aw

after consulting the

county superintendent,

include a special

reorganization

fund in t h e i r budget.

The fund comes from a tax spread

over all property in the county in an amount sufficient
to pay expenses incurred.

Members of the reorganization

committee serve without pay but are reimbursed for expenses.

Harold S. Freeman, S o u t h D a kota School District
Re organization L a w , (Reorganization B u l l e t i n Number 101-A,
Pierre: Department of Public Instruction, November, 1952),

pp. 1-16.

CEAPTZR III
M D A2ÎALYSIS CF THE. S'JHViY LATA
In attempting to present a comprehensive picture
of the financial status of the four townships and the
Vehlen Independent school district, a survey was made to
obtain data on:
1.

Assessed valuation

2.

Assessed valuation per child

3.

Kill levy for school purposes

Ir. Number of elementary pupils
5«

Number of high school pupils

6.

Per pupil costs - elementary

7.

Per pupil costs - secondary

8.

Maps of districts inserting pupilslocation

9*

Maps of roads and new proposed roads
improvements to be made

10.

with

Teacher salaries

11. Pupil-teacher ratio
Data were secured from the records in the offices of
the Marshall County Superintendent of Schools, Superintendent
of Veblen Independent Schools and the County Auditor.
The information on roads, their accessibility and condition,
was obtained from the atlas of Marshall County,^ visits

^ Kelson, Thomas C., Atlas of Marshall County
South Dakota (Fergus Palls. Minn: TEmsas 0. ifel son Co..
T95^,-^:ro-27.

-25w i t h the county commissioner and through the actual ex
perience of traveling on the roacs of the four townships
included in this study for the past three years.
All

statistics concerned w i t h this study are p r e 

sented in tabular form in Table I, II, and III.
ation concerning the location of roads,

Inform

school districts

and position of schools, homes of high school students,
and district boundary lines are shown on the maps of
Figures 1, 2, and 3.

VALUATION

Assessed valuation of districts Included in this
study.

Data in Table I shows the total assessed valuations,

for the yea r 1952, w h i c h ranged from $135,891 in Me Kinley
# 1 to $666,22^ in the Veblen Independent School District.
Note in Figure 1 that two of the townships. L a Belle,
and Dumarce have only one school district, whereas the
other two, Veblen and Me Kinley

each have two districts.

Veblen township should not be confused w i t h Veblen Independ
ent School District.

Veblen Independent School District is

located within Veblen Township, but they are entirely
independent of one another as far as school districts are
concerned.

Assessed valuation per elementary child in 1 9 5 2 1953.

T a ble I brings out the fact that assessed valuation

TABTZ I
ÀBSÜBÜKD VALUATION, ASSliSbW VALUATION PER CHILD, MILL LEVY, C U I Ü O ^
EIPafDITUKES, ENROLLMENTS AND COST PER PUPIL IN VEBLOI INDEPENDENT,
VEBLSM, MC KINLEY, LA BELLS AND DUMABCE DISTRICTS, 1952-1953

Dlst.

Assessed
Valuation

Common School Dlstrlota-BlMitoatarT
Aascsacd
Current
Valuation
Levlca
âqpandituraa
Per pupil

Veblen-1

$4 0 6 ,5 0 0 .

$2 7 ,1 0 0 .0 0

1 5.90

Veblen-2

196,139.

2 1 ,782.11

7.63

9*

Mo Klnley-1

135,891.

25,178.20

8.75

5**

Me Klnley-2

166,185.

7,221.08

2 5 .0 9

4,689.25

23

203.88

La Belle

583,350.

13,889.28

2 5 .0 9

9,890.85

42

23 5 .4 9

Dumarce

313,975.

7,475.59

2 4.20

6,599.56

42

1 5 7 .1 3

Snrollmant

$4.331.79

15

Coat per
pupil
5288.77

Independent School Oiatrict-KLementary
Veblen c.p.

459,399.

Veblen agr.

140.415.

Totals

$2 ,4 0 1 ,5 9 4 .

7,837.92

46.37

1 7 ,274.00

94

183.77

are.
$1 5 ,783 .44

19.17
ave.
21.53

$42,785.45

216

$213.80

Source: County Superintendent and County Auditor of Marshall County
* Transport children to Veblen Independent
** Transport children to Veblen Independent and Me Klnley-2

-27of districts

in this study ranged from :j2V,100 in V e b l o n

# 1 to a lew of 77,1+75.59 in Dumarce township,
# 1 w h ich has

Kc K i nley

the second highe t assessed valuation of

525,178.20 does not operate a school.
Veblen # 2 has an assessed valuation per child of
+21,702.11,

as compared to +7,837.92 in the Veblen Indep e n d 

ent District.

Veblen # 2 does not operate a school;

children in this district are sent to V e b l e n Independent,
w h i c h brings aoout an obvious unequal assessed valuation
per child.

Mill levy for school purposes in 1 9 5 2 .
varied from 7.o3 mills in V e b l e n

Tax levies

2 to Li6.37 mills in

Veblen Independent District for city property.

The levy

included taxes for both h i g h school and elementary schools.
All common school districts in Marshall County had a mill
levy of

5.09 mills for high school purposes.

W h i c h means

that V e b l e n if 2 has a mill levy of only 2.5L mills

for

elementary purposes.
The levy cl 1+6,37 mills is for city property only,
whereas agricultural land in Veblen Independent District
has a mill levy of only 19.17 mills.
South Dalcota School Laws

p

the levy cannot exceed forty

mills in Independent School Districts,

Dakota

According to the

and for agricultural

^ N.K. Steele, editor. The School Laws of S o uth
(Sioux Falls: Midwest Beach Company, 1 9 3 ^ ) ,

PpT135-56.
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land within the Independent District the levy cannot
exceed 12.8 xsills on assessed valuation.
The extra 6.37 mills is permissable because of the
bonded indebtedness of the district.

A school district can

issue bonds to an amount which with the outstanding in
debtedness of the district shall not exceed 10 percent of
the assessed valuation of the taxable property within
such district as fixed by the State Board of Squalization
for the year preceding the issuing of such bonds.^

The

bond issues need the approval of voters in the district;
after approval the levy is automatically put on property
by the county auditor.
The county auditor shall have power to levy a tax
from year to year against the property of the district
in accordance with such resolution to meet said
interest and sinking fund when due without further
notice or demand from such school district.^
Number of elementary and high school pupils in
districts for 1952-1953.

Veblen Independent School has a

total of eighty-six high school students with seventy-three
of the eighty-six students coming from the area included
in this study as illustrated in Figure 1.

The other thirteen

students were frcm North Dakota and Roberts County of
South Dakota.

^

Ibid* * P*

^

Ibid.. p. 1*4.

-29Pigjre 1

NORTH D AKOTA

m

I
34

35

I"

'

36

*

* Number of high school students In Veblen H i ^ School
Location and n u m b er of high school students Aural schools in operation - - - - - - - - Aural schools closed Outline of school districts

-

1

- »-•*—* -»

-30The total number of elementary students in the
area of study was 216,

N i n e t y - f o u r elementary students

were in Vebl e n Independent School leaving 122 in the
eleven schools that were operated by surrounding districts.

Per pupil costs of elementary and secondary pupils
in 1 952-1 9 5 3 .

The per pupil costs w o uld be just about the

same for 1952-1953 according to the C o unty S u p e r i n t e n d e n t ,
The per pupil costs in the elementary schools range from
$157.13 In Dumarce to $288,77 in V e blen # 1.
The per pupil cost for secondary pupils was $301,30.
The total amount of current expenditures was $25,911 for
the hig h school m a k i n g a total current expenditure for b o t h
elementary and secondary of $68,696,^5.

SALARIES

T e acher salaries and p u pil- teacher r a t i o s ,
elementary teacher salaries

as shown in Table II,

The
for nine

months of teaching range from $1620 in Me Kinley # 2-2 to
$ 2)4.00 in Vebl e n Independent
ratio,
to

schools.

The pupil-teacher

ranges from five pupils p er teacher in L a Belle # 5

28 pupils in Veblen Independent,

The teachers in V e b l e n

Independent School each have two grades, w i t h the number of
pupils per teacher ranging f rom I 8 to 28,

The pupil-teacher

ratios in the common districts range from five to eighteen
pupils.

Each of the teachers in the common districts t e ach

TABLE II
EI'ÎRCÎL. K:T, 2TUI‘i_.Lii CE TE.iCHLKb /Liî: L:iA..lL.^ G.
...
:ITL-iY oüHGOî G I.; V E B lE lj IIU;E?K,LLAT, VLBLB..,

: C K IN LE Y, LA BELLE ;E^L CuKAEGz, L Iü IN iC T B PCH

1952-1953
PL .El I

ILLI'IEITAiGT
DI8TK1CT

Veblen Ind.

EiiECLLEENT

KÜK3EE CF
T.ACHEnL

S.EuAEY
COST

9l\.

i;

:9,600.

Veblen 1-1

d

I

2,225.

veblen 1-3

7

1

2,225.

Ec Kinley 2-1

15

1

2,225.

Hc Kinley 2-2

8

I

1,620.

L a belle 1

8

1

l,ÔOü,

Veblen 2-1
Veblen 2-2
Kc Kinley 1

L a Belle 2
L a Belle 3

12

1

1 ,800.

L a Belle

17

1

1,935.

5

1

1,800.

Dumarce 1

l8

1

1,935.

Dumarce 2

12

1

1 ,800.

Lomarce 3

12
~2 r r

L a Belle 5

1
i r

1,665.

-32TABLS II (continued)
EI^ROLLMRiT, NUMBER OF TEACHERS ARB SALAIRES OF
b LE4E;TARY s c h o o l s i n VEBLEÎ'I I N D E P M D E i^T, v e b l e n ,
MC KINLEY, L A B E L L E Aim DUMARCE DISTRICTS PGR
1952-1953
PLAN II

DISTRICT

One school

NCTE:

ELEMENTARY
ENROLLMMT

216

NUMrER OF
TEACHERS

9

SALARY
oCST

321,600.

Plan 1 gives facts as school no w operates.

Plan II is a proposed plan giving total salary cost with
all teachers receiving §<

-33eight grades; however,

some of the schools do not have

pupils in all eight graces.
The schools in this study had a total enrollment of

216 elementary students for the school y ear of 1952- 1933»
W i t h a pupil-teacher ratio of 25 to
Carpenter^,

1 as recommended by

the area under study could save §9,030 on

teacher salaries, as shown in Table II,

The reader must

b e a r in mind that these teachers would be teachers w i t h
a state certificate whereas, none of the teachers in the
common districts have a state general certificate,

as

shown in Table III.

The teachers in the common districts

have a state permit,

first grade certificate, or are sub

stitute teachers.

Te a cher certification in South D a k o t a .

All teachers

in Veblen Independent School must have a state general
certificate.

A state general certificate will be issued

only upon a diploma showing completion of an approved twoyear course at a state normal school or other institution
approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The

course shall consist of a m i n i m u m of sixty semester hours
or ninety quarter hours,
A teacher,

including certain required courses.

to secure a first grade certificate, must

have completed an approved one-year course for rural teachers

^ C.C. Carpenter.
"Characteristics of a Sa t i s f a c 
tory Administrative Unit , Am e r i c a n School Board J o u r n a l ,
117:27, December, 19i]-8.

-314-TABLE III
CERTIRLCATION CF £LEMEIïTARy TEACHERS IN VEBLEN
INDEPMDENT, VEBLEN, MC KIItLEY, LA BELLE AI4D
DUMARCE DISTRICT DURING THE YEAH 1952-1953

DISTRICT
Veblen Ind.

STATE
GENERAL

FIRST
GRADE

STATE
PERMIT

SUBSTITUTE

k

Veblen 1-1

1

Veblen 1-3

1

Me Kinley 2-1

1

Me Kinley 2-2

1

La Belle 1

1

La Belle 3

1

La Belle I*.

1

La Belle 5

1

Dumarce 1

1

Dumarce 2

1

Dumarce 3
TOTALS

1

k

1

7

3

-35at a teacher's college or at another institution approved
by the Su.:erinLe ident of Public Instruction.
shall

The course

consist of a miniinum of ehirty semester hours of

forty-five quarter hours of "C" average credit.
taken muse

The course

consist of twenty semester or thirty-one quarter

hours of courses prescribed by the State Superintendent
w i t h ten semester or f o u rteen quarter hours of electives.
State permits were Issued to those who have ha d
one year of teaching experience in a rural school and have
completed a m i n i m u m of i;hii'ty-two quarter hours of credit
and twenty weed:s attendance at an approved university or
college offering teachers training courses.

Rural school

permits ive: e also issued to hig h school graduates who
attended at

least ten weeks of summer school in 1952 and

earned not less then sixteen q u a rter hours o f credit.
Substitute teachers were those who could not got
a state permit of any kind, but who were approved b y the
C o u n t y Sup e r i n t e n d e n t , to teach until another teacher could
be found.

Under the c i r c u n s t a n c e s , no other teachers were

available,

so they taught the full year.

When schools have teachers w i t h these qualifications,
children do not receive proper training.

Accepting the

premise that all children merit a w ell-trained teacher, the
above facts make a very black picture,^'

Haro id S. R r e e m a n , State C e r t i f i c a t i o n ,
(Certifi
cation Bulletin, Pierre, So. Dale. : Department of Public
Instruction, January 1, 1952).
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OTHMl CONSIDERATIONS

It is realized that other considerations need study
before a complete solution to the reorganization problem
is found.

A more complete study is n e e d e d concerning the

transportation and building problem t h a n is brought out
in this paper.
The people must realize that the saving in teacher
salaries m ay need to be used for transportation.

The

building costs should be considered as a long term situation.
The Veblen Independent School bu i l d i n g could be
remodeled by converting the old school gymnasium into three
large class rooms of 25 feet by 30 feet.

A new building

would be needed to provide for agricultural classes if
added to the curriculum.
Figure 2 shows there are no hard-surfaced federal
or state highways in the area considered in this study.
The roads in this area are county and township roads.

All

county highways are graded, w i t h gravel surfaces.
The county h i g hway running through Veblen is a
new graded highway w i t h a gravel-clay m i x t u r e that is
packed down to make a smoother surface than is usually
found on ordinary graveled roads.
three miles east of Veblen,
five miles straight west,
to state highway number

This new road starts

continues through Veblen and

then turns south through Billhead

10 .
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The county highways are maintaii nea by the county
by grading,

and the removal cf snow in the wintei'.

hnow

is the main barrier that may cause roads to be inaccessible.
This should not be a m a jor problem as the County Highway
Depai'tment keeps two snow removal outfits
Veblen;

stationed in

these are on the Job immediately after a snow fall

or drifting snow.

During the w i n t e r oi' 1951-1932,

the

county roads were blocked aU times due to the large amount
of snow fall.

During the winter of 1952-1953 the roads

We 1e not blocked at any time for mere then one-half a
day and this was only three different times.
The township roads are mostly dirt reads with some
being graded and graveled.

The township roads w h i c h are

graded and graveled are maintained by the removal of snow
and graded at township enuense.
There are no maj. r natural barriers
unde.' consideration,
four miles west
in la Belle,
not

A range of 1 ow hills,

of Veblen,

in the area
which starts

ruus through nearly all the area

Dumarce and Tic Kinley townships.

This should

rove a m a jor barrier.
The proposed area could be set up to include two

bus routes,

as shown in Figure 3.

One, w itn a total of

twe.ty-eight miles, would include five miles of townships
roads;

and the ether route, with a total of twenty-four

miles, would include nine miles of graveleo township roads.
The remaining miles on both the proocsed routes w o u l d be on

-39Plgure 3
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There is also the possibility of rerouting

buses on cays when roses are blec]:ed curiny the winter
ncnihs.
According to Table 1 the c_iTont expenditures for
elementary purposes was Jlp2,7o5.4-5j of this amount ,>30,o30
was paid out as elementary teachers salaries.

If flan II

was used as shown in Table II only ,:;21,o00 woulê be paid
out for elementary teachers salaries, leaving; ,;21 ,lbp.Ii^
for transportation services, supplies and paying off bonded
indebtedness if new buildings or renovations wore no-, ded.
It is im
tation services.

-ssiblc to give the exact cost of transperAccording to Dawson,

states such as

Minnesota, Iowa and Illinois, v/hich transport a relatively
small per cent of their rural pupils, will have a relatively
high per pupil annual cost for transportation.
states the per pin,11 cost ranged from.
Pp o .28 in Illinois.'

In these

',3 6 .bl in Iowa to

M'he Office of Education made a national

survej of transportation costs and founc. an average cost
per pupil of i37.34 in North Daliota and an ovcr-alL United
btat :s average of '..3b.ll
By using the uiaximum cost cited above for north
Da Ota, which should be a fai.ly accurate cost for South

^ Howard A. Daw-on, e_t a h , Your School District,
Washington, D.C.: (Department of Hura.l education of the
National education Association, 19'io), p. 96.
^ David T, blose and h. G-lenn Featherstone,
"Statistics on ?u :il Transportation, 19i.;.i-19l|-6” , Federal
security Agency, Iffice of Bducation.

-41Dakcta,

it would cost about $4,0^0 to transport 70 pupils

to Veblen Independent Schools,

This cost would be less

then one-half the saving rnace in the elementary teachers
salaries

as shown in Table II,

STATUS CF T H T SGKCOLS

An appraisal of common school d i s t r i c t s ,

The shortage

of qualified teachers m a y bo remedied if m a n y schools
combined.

are

If these schools were combined, m a n y of the

young teachers who now teach on permits in our common
districts might

continue their education in order to

qualify for city schools, w h ich w o uld ce able to offer
larger

salaries as the result of reorganization.

By the

same step, V e b l e n Independent could provide the advantages
that go along w i t h larger enrollments,
reduced per pupil

including both

expenditure and better services for

pupils.
W h e n a district

closes its schools,

districts under study have,

the children w i thin that district

must be sent to another district.
sort have evolved,

as some of the

As arrangements of this

residents of the closed districts have

b e e n able to cut back the mill levy for school purposes.
The unfairness of this situation is immediately apparent.
On the other hand,

these same low-levy districts

have no voice in school affairs.

Each morning the children

21C ;'il :ipec to another area for their schooling, while
their parents renain completely outside

uhe cii*cle oh the

school, prohibiteo by law from expressing their wishes
and desires as far as school policy is concerned.
Under the present arrangement it is arithmetically
impossible for some common schools to continue in existence
under the legal levy limitations.

According to figures

compiled from common school ristricts, assessed valuation
per pupil range from P7,221.08 in Me Kinley y 2 to
127,100 in Veblen f 1, or an assessed valuation of

lbu,0.p

to o:zrate two schools in Me MinLoy - 2 to ihUo,5bO to
operate two schools in Veblen y 1.

"The estimated cost

for maintaining a lural school based on I95l~1952 figures
o
is about v3,bOO."^
Even if the maximum levy of twenty
mills were mace for comicn districts, an assessed valuation
cf yl3U,00j would be necessary to yield ,3,000; yet Me
Linley

2 has only 703,093 per school in operation.

How

can they repair, i-emode 1, or improve existing facilities?
True, these schools are "getting b y " , but at the expense
of the children.

"Getting by" is not enough; a child goes

this way only once,

Sound education cannot be realised

with inferior teachers and inadequate facilities.
Sociological anu technological advancements have

C

Harold S. lre...iian, facts About Schools and
ochool District noorganization In South b ako ta, (ueoi'g;anization bulletin 102 a, Pierre, So. Dak. : Department of
Public Instruction, April 1, 1952), p. 8 .

coyip Lica ted the soir:.cl

roc Ism.

Criminal Ly, the school

hccse was plccec; in a central location,
to all,

easily access ioie

hut since these llrst bui .ainps w^re erected,

)0oui et ion shifts have occurred, so that now, many of the
d i s t r i c t s ’ divisions are artificial

and ridiculous.

An appraisal of Veblen Independent ochool D istrict.
The Veblen High ncheol suffers from some of the same
diseases that afflict the rural common districts,

tne

important problem than presents itself is that the fields

of learning that can be cfferred for study arc strictly
limited.
The Veblen Independent School District
the brunt of operational

expenses.

is bearing

The taxpayers in the

home districts of students attending h i g h school in Veblen
Independent pay only a part of the cost load, while Veblen
Independent strains

to the limit under the burden of i n f l a 

tionary uuilding costs and operational

expenses.

The

Karshall County mill levy for high school tuition in 19u2i-953 was 5.09 mills,

an assessment that spread over all

Districts not operating four-year accredited high schools.
This adced to the average levy of 12.65 mills

for the

common school districts makea a total of 1 7 . 9k mills.
centrant,

In

the levy f o r Veb_en Independent school district

which is operating an elementary school
accredited high school was k b . 3/ mills
other words,

and a four-year
i'or 1952-1953.

In

the taxpayers in the common school districts

-
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arc educating their children on an average levy of 1 7 .914mills while the taxpayers in the Veblen Incopendent District
are paying lib.37 mills for the same educational program.
In exchange for less tax levy,

the parent of the non

resident child has relinquished all control over the policy
of the school.

They have no vote on the ty .e of education

children will receive.
The Veblen Independent School District,

in order

to carry a depressing load, is taxed to the limit, and
no sign of relief is in sight, unless the common school
districts will come into the district and assume their
share of the cost.

Redistricting will benefit the rural

areas by permitting the parents in the outside districts
to take part in the operation of the high school that the
children are attending.

E fficiency and economy with r eorganization,

A

regrouping of districts would bring Veblen Independent
school nearer the desired enrollment, and would permit
better teacher assignr.ients.

By reorganization, the teachers

could afford to become better qualified and seek jobs in
the larger school.

Per pupil costs would decrease as the

size of the school increases, thus making possible more
adequate salaries to attract those teachers who are capable
of providing better education.
A modern high school must offer a variety of courses.

Many of the high school graduates do not go on to college,
but whether they go or not, all must be offered a wide
area of training if they are to find their rightful places
in society.

The Veblen Independent High School does not

offer vocational training, shop, or home economics.

Proper

laboratory equipment is lacking; guidance suffers from
lack of sufficient time; and the crowded schedules prevent
the most effective use of the teachers limited time.

Reor

ganization should secure a sufficient supply of teachers,
provide new courses and pool resources of all the districts
thus permitting more than just a "skeleton curriculum”
for the pupils.
The people of common districts that do not maintain
a school, should already recognize the fact that they are
not paying their way.

By reorganization, the tax base

will be extended to provide that opportunity and at the
same time, assessed valuation will be sufficient to supply
an adequate income, and enable them to contribute toward
a better school, thus taking pressure off those who are
over-burdened in their efforts to keep the institution
alive.

It bears repeating that it is important to the

parents in the common districts that they seek a voice in
the reorganized school.

That voice will be granted when

reorganization is adopted.
The time has come for all the districts in this
study to take inventory.

The school should be evaluated

in terrns of' what is befnc: accomplish-d and what should
be accomplished.

people should

recopnize the needs for

reorganization and seek a cooperative solution to make
this possible.

Such a course would call for stong efforts

by all, with open nines and unselfish attitudes.

With

the right attitudes these districts could establish more
effective educational facilities for their young people,

ChlToBIA 0? A
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C riteria of a satisfactory administrative u ni t ,
There is need for some type of measuring device, to see
if the reorganized school will be satisfactory.
The responsibility of a school district is the
provision of an elementary school that will meet educational
needs of the children from grade one through grade six, or
grade eight if the traditional S-lp plan of organization
is used.

It should provide for the following, as suggested

by the Commission on School District Reorganization:
1,
Good teachers who unoerstand chllcren and can
guide their growth,
2, A building well adapted to the kind of education
al opportunities that children need.
3, Attractive school grounds that provide ample
playground space.
Ip. The services of a school nurse and a school
physician.
5, A sci'ool lunch program organized and financed
in a manner which permits every child to have a well
balanced noon meal.

-m6 . Textbooks and other instructional materials
f a m i s h e d to all children without cost.
7. A library cl well selected books accessible to
the children at all tines uncer the direction cl a
lib ra ri an-teacher.
3, Auditory and visual aids to be used in connec
tion with the instructional program.
9. General supervisory assistance and the help of
such special teachers as are needed to ^roviee good
programs of art and vocal and instrumental music.
The administrative unit shouLc have enough pupils
to provide a minimum per pupil
finance the school needs.

ccsl

, with the ability to

The following arc characteris-

t;j 0 3 of a satisfactory administrative unit in a summarized
outL^ne ii-om carpenter:
I.

II.

11

The criteria relative to the necessary size of a school
district are:
A.

Will the school district be large en c gh to:
1. Provide an elemeitaiy attendance unit of
175 pupils, kindcig&r-ten and first six grades,
or 225 for eight grades.
2. A pupil-teecher ratio of 2 )-l.
3. A high school of not less then 250 pupils,

P.

Iviii transportation be furnished:
1. Not require high school students to be on bus
Longer then 50 to oO minutes.
2 , not require elementary pupils to be on bus
longer then 2 5 to 33 minutes.

Criteria relative to ecological relationships of school
district :
A.

Will attendance unit follow community boundaries?

E.

Will cistrict be too large to be flexible?

Dawson, op.. cit., pp. 7k-75.
Carpenter, on. cit., pp. 27-23.

-48III, Criteria relative to the ability of school district
to finance an adequate educational program,

IV,

A.

Will the school district be organized in such
m a nner as to provide the greatest possible equal
ization of assessed valuation per pupil?

B.

Will district taxes, plus state aid provide for
educational services needed?

C.

Will bonding capacity be large enough to finance
new school buildings if needed?

Criteria relative to educational services provided
by the school district,
A,

Will the school district provide complete elemen
tary and secondary education services for all
educable persons?

B,

Will the school district provide the following
services?
1,
Administration by well qualified superintendent,
2,
Supervision ratio of 1 for every 35 teachers,
3,
One teacher for each grade in elementary.
Ip. Pupil teacher ratio 1-25 both in elementary
and high school,
5.
Health service,
c.
Cafeteria.
7.
Library services at every grade.
The reorganized district could provide for all the

above characteristics and educational needs,
there would not be 250 pupils in high school.
would not be too large to be flexible.

except that
The district

There would be an

assessed valuation of # 2 ,401,594 which should be adequate
to finance the educational program and services desired
by the people of the district.

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY,

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

SUMMARY

Brief summary of this s t u d y .

The purpose of this

study was to investigate the financial advisability of
consolidating the Veblen Independent school district w i t h
neighboring districts.

The study will furnish information

wanted by the Veblen Independent Board of Education.
The study was restricted to a comparative study of
school districts oncerned in this proposed reorganization
plan as they now operate and a study of the financial adviS'
ability of consolidating the Independent school district
with districts in the townships of Veblen, La Belle,
Duraarce and Me Kinley.

These townships make up the area

from which Veblen Independent school received

6I4. percent

of the h i g h school students enrolled during the year of

1952-1953.
Chapter II presented information on reorganization
in general.

It discussed, how district reorganization

concerns the teacher,
ature on school

administrator and the public.

district

Liter

reorganization in South Dakota

was presented wit h the national trends in reorganization.
How reorganization effects school

finance and the danger

points in district reorganization were reviewed.
-49-
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A summary of data.

A brief summary of the survey

data of districts in this study reveals the following
facts.
1.
Two of the districts did not operate schools.
The names of the districts with their enrollments,
number of schools and number in operation are as
follows :

District

Enrollment

Schools in
district

Number in
operation

Veblen -1

15

2

2

Veblen -2

0

2

0

Me Kinley -1

0

1

0

Me Kinley -2

23

2

2

La Belle

k2

5

1+

Dumarce
i M

i f

li"

2. A graded elementary and high school is operating
in Veblen Independent with an elementary enrollment of
ninety-four and a high school enrollment of eighty-six.
3.
The financial aspects of all the districts range
as follows:

Assessed valuation;

from

Assessed valuation
oer elementary
pupil

^135,891.00

to

#o66,22^.00

from

7,221.08 to

2?,100.00

Current expenditures
for elementary
from

l4-,331.79 to

17,271+.00

157.13 to

286.77

Cost per elementary

pupil
Tax levies
1+.

from

7.&3 mills

1+6,37 mills

The pupil-teacher ratio varied frx>m 1-5 in

-51La Belle # 5 to 1-23 in Veblen Independent district.
W i t h a pupil-teacner- ratio of 1-25 there woulo be a
possibility of saving $ 9,030 on teacher salaries alone.
5.
None of the teachers in the i-aral districts
have state general certificates.
All the teachers
in Veblen Independent have state general certificates.

6 . The roads appear to be well suited for bus
routes, w i t h normal weather conditions during the
winter months.
E f f ects of reorganization on educational opportu
nities .

Reorganization would provide:

1 . A broad program of curricular offerings at a
reasonable cost wit h increased enrollment in the
elementary.
The following new courses in high school;
home economics, shop, agriculture and a oroader
commercial and science curriculum.
2.

All students would have betier qualified
teachers,

3.
It would be possible and feasible to provide
needed services, including expert supervision and
guidance, improved libraries and health service.
ip. Equal educational opportunities for all children
in all the districts from grades one through twelve.
5.

Cafeteria available for all students.

Effects of reorganization on school a d m i n i s t r a t i o n .
Reorganization would:

1.

Avoid duplication of facilities.

2.
Provide for higher salaries and working conditions
conducive to betrer results.
3.
Obtain the maximum educational
every dollar spent.

service for

Ip.
Provide an adequate elementary enrollment wit h
all pupils of the area under same administrative unit,
5.

One teacher for each grade in the elementary

-52school .

6 , Provide a pupil-teacher ratio 1-25 bot h in
elementary school and h i g h school.
Effects of reorganization on tauc equalization and
finance.

Under reorganization:

1 . Taxes would be equalized so all would be paying
their fair share for education,
2.
The total assessed valuation w o uld be $2,1^01
ma k i n g possible a bond issue of $ 2lj.O,l59 .i4-0 for
building purposes.
3.
The mill levy, even with current expenditures,
would have to be only 21.53 mills as compared to 1^6.37
mills in Veblen Independent district at present time.

CONCLUSIGN

The following conclusions are offerred on basis of
the data presented in this study.

1 . The educational opportunities of children living
in rural areas of this study are inadequate,
2.
There are great inequalities in school tax
burdens in the different districts.
3.
These problems could be solved if reorganization
of V e b l e n Independent, Veblen, Me Kinley, L a Belle and
Dumarce school districts took place.
The experiences of other states and districts in
South Dakota provide ample evidence that redistricting is
the answer to many of the financial problems of public
schools in South Dakota,

RECOMMEl'fDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

-53In connection with the problem of school
reorganization in Veblen Independent,

district

Veblen, Me Kinley,

La Belle and Dumarce school districts the following
recommendations m a y be warranted:
1.
A study of transportation costs necessary to
provide adequate service.
2.
A study of the plant facilities to determine
adequance and cost if reorganization took place.
3.
A study of each district w i t h a high school
in Marshall County, to show what effect reorganization
would have on these districts.
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